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LATE GOTHIC (ANTWERP) MANNERISM: ITS ORIGINS, NATURE AND DECLINE
(A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE)
Stefaniia Demchuk

Пізньоготичний (Антверпенський) маньєризм: його витоки,
характер та зникнення (нарис історіографії)
Стефанія Демчук
У цій статті я прагну не дати вичерпну характеристику усієї історіографії
Антверпенського маньєризму, але підсумувати основні дискусії щодо нього та окреслити
перспективи для подальших досліджень. Більшість дослідників розглядають
Антверпенський маньєризм як пізньоготичний стиль, який зазнав впливу італійського
Кватроченто. Походження стилю, однак, все ще залишається предметом дискусій. Якщо
Хоогеверф наполягає на його німецькому корінні, то Ванденбрук вбачає у ньому результат
притоку до Антверпена художників з різних провінційних міст. Вочевидь, Хоогеверф може
мати рацію, адже експресіонізм антверпенських форм не був властивий живопису
раннього нідерландського Відродження. Намагання ж антверпенських маньєристів
поєднати експресіонізм з «реалізмом» Фламандських примітивів (Яна ван Ейка, Рогіра ван
дер Вейдена, Робера Кампена) можна розглядати як революційний прорив після художньої
кризи 1480-тих років.
Антверпенський маньєризм має спільні риси з більш пізнім європейським
маньєризмом. Тому для подальших його досліджень може бути виправданим звернення до
концепції маньєризму Макса Дворжака та його послідовників, які фокусувалися на духовних
витоках стилю та співвідношенні між спіритуалізмом та художньою формою, так як
такі питання поки залишаються на маргінесах дослідження маньєризму в Антверпені.
Малодослідженим залишається і змістовий аспект творів антверпенських
маньєристів. На сьогодні, іконографія (один сюжет – «Поклоніння волхвів») досліджується
лише Деном Евінгом. Тому зауваження щодо її характеру обмежуються критичними
судженнями, подібними до виказаних Полем Філіппо. Залишається відповісти, які сюжети
були популярними і чому, чи справді маньєристи не звертались до світської іконографії чи
як іконографія демонструє взаємозв'язки і взаємовпливи між маньєристами різних
нідерландських шкіл.
Ключові слова: маньєризм, Антверпен, Макс Фрідлендер, готичний маньєризм,
Ренесанс.
Introduction
In 1915 Max Friedländer, a renowned art historian and museum curator, who focused on the
Netherlandish art introduced a new term - 'Antwerp Mannerism' (Friedländer 1915, р. 65–91). In
the eleventh volume of his opus magnum ‘Early Netherlandish Painting’ published in 1933
Friedländer elaborated his approach by creating notnames for anonymous Antwerp artists and
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attributing their disparate artworks (Friedländer 1933). Relying on his abilities as a connoisseur, he
tried to solve a crucial problem in the research of early Sixteenth century Antwerp art: the
majority of paintings of the period were neither dated nor signed although we do know many
painters by their name thanks to the scrolls of the Guild of St. Luke. Therefore, on the one hand,
scholars have many artworks which cannot be unequivocally attributed to any particular painter
and, on the other hand, many artists without any attributed artworks. Friedländer decided to rely
on the high-quality works of art and form a group of stylistically close works around them. He
came up with five major groups: in the centre of group A was "The Adoration of the Magi" from
Münich with a phony signature of Henricus Blesius; in the centre of the group B he placed “The
Adoration of the Magi” from Milan; the group C was formed around another “The Adoration of the
Magi” which belonged to Freiherr von Groote (now in Kitzburg); the group D was named after the
Master of the Antwerp Adoration and the group E – after the Master of 1518 (to whom the Life of
the Virgin from Lübeck was attributed) (Born 2004-2005, р. 36).
Friedländer's opinion about the newly described style in particular and Mannerism more
generally was rather pessimistic. However, he broke a large number of mostly anonymous
paintings down into five groups in accordance with their stylistic adherence: thus, he shaped the
core of the present-day corpus. Other important works on the subject emerged in the 1930s
authored by a Dutch art historian Godefridus Hoogewerff (Hoogewerff 1939) and an Austrian art
historian and Max Dvořák’s understudy Ludwig Baldass (Baldass 1937).
‘Antwerp Mannerists’ argued that the Renaissance began with Peter van den Brink, whose
ground-breaking research dwelling on the newly acquired technical data shed light on the artistic
routines adopted in workshops of Antwerp painters and paved way to new, scientifically based
attributions. The exhibition «ExtravagAnt! A Forgotten Chapter of Antwerp Painting, 1500-1530»
(2005) and the catalogue with his foreword and the essay by Annick Born that introduced the
second period in historiography of Antwerp Mannerism. A special edition of the Annual of
Antwerp Royal Museums was published the same year. In a number of contributions, scholars
approached Antwerp Mannerism from different perspectives. For example, Paul Vandenbroeck
attempted to define and explain the uniqueness of this style, while Dan Ewing addressed the
changes in iconography, which betray the shifts in identity of artists and their patrons (Ewing
2004-2005; Vandenbroeck 2004-2005). In addition to these studies, the chapter from the
monograph ‘Painting in the old Netherlands’ (‘La peinture dans les anciens Pays-Bas’) by a French
art historian Paul Phillipot also deserves a particular heed (Philippot 1998).
In this paper, I undertake to not only outline major focal points of discussion but also expose
the lacunas and perspectives for further studies. To be consistent, I commit myself only to cover
the topic of origins, nature and decline of the Antwerp Mannerism and shall not analyse recent
brilliant studies in workshop practices of Antwerp painters nor relations between drawings and
painted production, leaving them for a closer exploration in reviews to come (Van den Brink, 20042005; Van den Brink 2005; Van den Brink 2018; Jansen 2003; Leeflang 2004-2005; Leeflang 2015).
Antwerp or Late Gothic? Dubbing the style
Style is one of the key categories in art history. Since the foundation of the discipline, the
history of art has been mostly a history of a succession of styles. The style itself is an aesthetical
response of artists, as Keith Moxey succinctly put it (Moxey 2000, p. 17). Shape, line, colour can be
considered as a material embodiment of the evolution of Hegelian 'Geist'. Changes in aesthetical
response signal shifts in political, social and cultural discourses that art historian has to take into
consideration. The Marxist version of Hegelian dialectic offers a further interpretation: the
succession of styles follows the triad of thesis-antithesis-synthesis. Thus, the next style evolves as
an opposition to the previous one, which is quite close actually to the binary oppositions of
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Heinrich Wölfflin (Wölfflin 2012, p. 18–221). Mannerism for Wölfflin is an anti-classical style that
inevitably opposes the Renaissance and its classical aesthetics. However, this model tends to
simplify the creative process: artists in any age derive they ideas from the artistic language of their
predecessors. They do not discard but rather transform the shapes to fit them into new demands.
When defining Antwerp Mannerism as a distinctive style, Max Friedländer aspired, too, to
structure the history of the Netherlandish Renaissance that lacked consistency. After the glorious
moment of the so-called Flemish Primitives (Robert Campin, Jan van Eyck, Rogier van der Weyden,
Petrus Christus and Hugo van der Goes) the crisis began to set in in the 1480s. Formulaic repetition
of compositional schemes of Jan van Eyck or Rogier van der Weyden in the art of the ‘small
masters’ from Bruges or Brussels shows a lack of creativity resulting in stiff and livid artistic
shapes. Therefore it is easy to see an antithesis in the full of motion and expression art of the
Antwerp Mannerists. Their paintings seem to break with the ‘realistic’ tradition of the Flemish
Primitives.
Antwerp Mannerism being antithetical to ‘realism’ of Jan van Eyck and other early
Netherlandish painters had as a direct predecessor – the international Gothic style. Hence, the
term ‘Gothic Mannerism’ proposed by Paul Philippot in 1994 who strove to replace a
geographically limited Friedländer’s notion. ‘Gothic Mannerism’ can be regarded as a trade-off
between the latter and Ludwig Baldass who argued that Antwerp painters were not Mannerists
but late Gothic artists (Baldass 1937, p. 117 as cit. In Born 2004-2005, p. 37). Baldass insisted that
the late Gothic style should be divided into two different periods: the largely anonymous art of the
end of the 15th century and the art of the early 16th century. (Baldass 1937, p. 117 as cit. In Born
2004-2005, p. 38). According to Baldass painters of the second period of the late Gothic style
renounced naturalism of the first period and tried to provoke and disconcert (Baldass 1937, p. 117
as cit. in Born 2004-2005, p. 38).
Annick Born and Paul Vandenbroeck both adopted the views of Paul Philippot and liked the
term he had introduced. As Born put it: ‘It [the term. – S.D.] has the merit of emphasising the
polarity of the movement with its roots in fifteenth-century conventions and, at the same time, its
quest for innovation. It also avoids any confusion with the Mannerism that developed after the
death of Raphael in 1520 and spread to the Low Countries after 1535’ Born 2005, p. 15). Paul
Vandenbroeck adherence to Philippot’s term is already traceable in the title of his essay of 2005
‘Late Gothic Mannerism in Antwerp: On the Significance of a ‘Contrived’ Style’ (Vandenbroeck
2004-2005, p. 301). Referring to it as ‘contrived’, however, was not meant to diminish the style
itself, but to argue with the author's predecessors and to challenge their prejudices.
Nevertheless, Philippot’s term does not reflect the interest of the Antwerp Mannerists in the
first 'import' of the Italian Renaissance visible in architectural ornaments and grotesques
originating from Italian drawings and engravings. As Paul Phillipot pithily put it, one can state the
triumph of pictorial space over architectural one (Philippot 1998, p. 129). The Antwerp Mannerists
tended to deprive the architecture of its structural soundness uniting different ornamental
elements into one fantastic scenography: one might call them ‘bilingual’ as Gothic shapes
coexisted with Renaissance décor (Philippot 1998, p. 129). The latter however was not integrated
properly into composition remaining purely ornamental. Expressionism in Antwerp paintings,
Philippot argues, was far from spontaneity and inventiveness of their German counterparts being
more artificial and forced (Philippot 1998, p. 130). After analysing the shape, the French art
historian goes on with criticising iconography that is quite rare in the historiography of Antwerp
Mannerism and, therefore, deserves mentioning. German masters, according to him, successfully
endowed expressionist shapes with the new meaning renewing religious imagery. Antwerp
painters, he argues, brought nothing to iconography but a couple of anecdotes and ‘pictorial
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grafts’ and dwelling on mostly the same ‘battered but popular subject’ of the Adoration of the
Magi went for pure theatrical effects (Philippot 1998, p. 131).
Despite the introduction of more precise terms like ‘Gothic’ or ‘late Gothic Mannerism’,
Friedländer’s term still exists. Even the scholars, who argued against it, use it because the German
art historian captured the very essence of the style highlighting its connection to the Antwerp
school of painting. Nevertheless, art historians try to go beyond the spell of Antwerp and to define
it more broadly than a mere local style. Therefore, one should overcome the limits imposed by
Friedländer. Godefridus Hoogewerff was one of the first who ventured to reject the exclusivity of
style. In the third volume of his ‘De noord-nederlandsche schilderkunst' (1939), the Dutch art
historian argued that the late Gothic style evolved in Germany and then spread to the Netherlands
manifesting itself for the first time in Utrecht, Amsterdam and Leiden before reaching Antwerp
(Hoogewerff 1939, p. 25–155 as cit. in Born 2004-2005, p. 39).
Born does not completely agree with Hoogewerff since neither German late Gothic panels,
nor Netherlandish ones were dated or signed, which made it virtually impossible to reconstruct
how exactly did Mannerism spread. Of course, this does not topple the argument for widening the
geographical scope (Born 2004-2005, p. 39). Certainly, the activity of Bernard van Orley in
Brussels, the Master of Amiens in Northern France or Jacob van Oostsanen in Amsterdam provides
a sufficient evidence to prove the wide dissemination of late Gothic Mannerism. Nevertheless,
Born pointed out that all roads lead to Antwerp (Born 2005, p. 14).
Paul Philippot, too, did not contradict Hoogewerff. Germany, according to him, was a
birthplace of expressionism that had been foreign for a long time to the Low Countries: one can
just recall the harmony and realism of the Flemish primitives (Philippot 1998, p. 128). Thus,
expressionism was not inherent to Netherlandish art. Antwerp Mannerism for Philippot is a mere
episode in a bigger chapter addressing Gothic Mannerism and the first Renaissance (Philippot
1998, p. 127).
Paul Vandenbroeck’s standpoint seems to be a more balanced one. Even though in the title
of his essay, he branded the style ‘Late Gothic’, he did mention its Antwerp variation
(Vandenbroeck 2004-2005, p. 310). He shifted the focus from the geographical aspect to the
essence of the style as a whole. Of course, there are always local variations of every style, but they
all have something in common.
Antwerp and Pan-European Mannerism: connections and ruptures
The very nature of Antwerp Mannerism is still a matter of debate. Scholars continue to
discuss whether Antwerp and Italian Mannerisms were related or had at least something in
common; or to what extent Antwerp art of the early Sixteenth century can be regarded as
mannerist avant la lettre. But these discussions have a rather limited scope. In the majority of
essays, scholars highlight the ruptures between Antwerp and Italian art and merely mention Max
Dvořák or Walter Friedländer as initiators of the ‘rehabilitation’ of European Mannerism (Dvořák
1984; Friedländer 1957; Panofsky 1968). These two common features, however, do not tell us a lot
about the nature of Mannerism in Antwerp or Italy.
In my opinion, the term 'Mannerism' when used to describe the Antwerp art of the early
Sixteenth century can shed light on its scope, origin, the spiritual and intellectual nature even
though Paul Vandenbroeck denied its ability to have one. As he put it in the essay of 2005, ‘One
can draw a parallel between Antwerp Mannerism and macaronics to a certain extent, as they were
both regional movements. However, macaronic verse was very much an intellectual cultural
expression whereas the Mannerist artistic production was definitely not.’ (Vandenbroeck 20042005, p. 317). Vandenbroeck considered Antwerp Mannerism as a regional mode of expression
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recognizable for its unfamiliar shapes, exuberant ornamentation, 'coulers changeantes’ and
cluttering of the pictorial space etc. (Vandenbroeck 2004-2005, p. 302, 307, 308, 312).
Yet, if we agree with Max Dvořák, that Mannerism was more than a mode of expression with
distinctively unusual forms and hyper-emotionality of expression, it was a particular worldview;
the term itself can work as a heuristic tool. In his essays on Michelangelo or El Greco, Dvořák
distinguished several key features of such a worldview: spiritualism, expressionism, sensuality and
eschatological overtones (Dvořák 1984). Maybe, one should try to look for similar intellectual and
spiritual context in early Sixteenth century Antwerp? Because it seems unlikely that a mode of
expression existed completely detached from the inner life of its creators and clients.
Paul Vandenbroeck himself presumed the similarities between Italian and Northern late
Gothic Mannerism even though he had not elaborated on the subject: ‘While there is no
immediate or causal relationship between these religious and artistic movements, they may have
drawn energy from the same sense of unrest’ (Vandenbroeck 2004-2005, p. 325). But if we
assume that these two currents with striking stylistic differences and similarities had the same
trigger, why do not we look for a trigger that was similar to the one of Italian Mannerism? I.e. for
the state of religious and political unrest in the early Sixteenth century Netherlands may have
caused the changes in taste and the shift from van Eyckian ‘realism’ to German expressionism.
Here we go once more back to Dvořák, for whom artistic shape was a product of the ‘revolution of
Spirit’. The Mannerism in his paradigm was an ‘art of expression’, which complemented two other
aesthetic categories of naturalism and idealism (Aurenhammer 2014, p. 197).
Thus, the attempts to break with the tradition of the Flemish Primitives had to be a result of
tectonic changes in religious and social discourses that occurred in the first half of the Sixteenth
century. As Dvořák argued, the shape had to follow the worldview, because art was a product not
only of artistic but also intellectual expression to no lesser extent than religion, philosophy or
poetry (Лепорк 2001, с. 324).
Apart from 'rehabilitating' Mannerism, Dvořák also merged Expressionism and Mannerism
into one. Scholars often draw parallels between the political and religious crisis of the late
Renaissance and the dramatic dissolution of Austria-Hungary that affected Dvořák, who while
being a Czech had identified himself, however, with the Austrians (Vybíral 2017). Mysticism,
instability, wars – all of these were triggers for Dvořák responsible for the naissance of whimsical
Mannerist shapes (Дворжак 1978, с. 10–44; Дворжак 2001, с. 299 – 315).
Therefore, one might question the scope of Mannerism in the Netherlands. Was it any close
to the Italian?
Annick Born, Paul Vandenbroeck or Dan Ewing mentioned only stylistic or socioeconomic
factors that might have influenced early Sixteenth century Antwerp art: the migration of provincial
artists to the blooming centre of trade, the growing demand for artistic production because of the
spectacular growth of population and opening of new foreign trade routes, mass art production on
spec that replaced individually ordered large and complex altarpieces (Vandenbroeck 2004-2005,
p. 316; Born 2005, p. 13–14).
In his truly illuminating essay, Dan Ewing questioned iconographic changes that had occurred
in the first three decades of the Sixteenth century. He focused on the Adoration of the Magi, the
most popular subject amongst Antwerp Mannerist painters. He aptly noted how they put ‘new
gloss on the traditional story’ that he called ‘the iconography of commercial transport’ (Ewing
2004-2005, p. 282). As Ewing summed up, ‘the driving force in Antwerp, on the other hand, went
beyond identifying the Magi as analogues of the city’s foreign merchants and vice versa, The
underlying reason the Magi theme was so popular in early sixteenth-century Antwerp art is that
the subject itself and even more the Mannerists’ customised iconography of it, embodied Antwerp
identity as a trading city’ (Ewing 2004-2005, p. 293)No matter how true these conclusions might
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have been, they seem to lack addressing the intellectual or religious discourses behind the
Mannerist movement. Economic success or the 'commercialization of subject matter in Antwerp
painting' were hardly the only drivers for the introduction of Expressionist, dramatic shapes
(Vermeylen 2003, 161). Therefore, in the studies to come, one should have a closer look at the
early sixteenth-century piety that could be another reason behind agitation and unrest expressed
in Mannerist shape.
At first glance, it might seem that the Netherlands unlike Italy had not been shaken by
political or spiritual unrest in the first three decades of the Sixteenth century. They did not go
through tumultuous events like Sacco di Roma of 1527, although due to the activity of printers in
Antwerp the ideas of the German Reformation spread quickly over the country. Thus, the sense of
religious unrest might have pushed the painters to make alterations in the old subjects and to
introduce new ones in their art. It is highly unlikely that the images of catastrophes or dramatic
gestures were the result of the mere 'love for special effects' as Paul Philippot argued (Philippot
1998, p. 127–128.). Political and administrative consequences of the integration of the provinces
into the Habsburg Empire, demographic evolution, the late medieval spiritual movements as
modern devotion, the ideas of early Reformation had to leave their mark on Antwerp art.
Nevertheless, one can easily find essays that address the influence of modern devotion or
affective piety on fifteenth-century Netherlandish art (Ridderbos 1990, p. 137–152; Roodenburg
2017), but not on Mannerists.
Paul Vandenbroeck’s analysis of ‘redundant’ ornamentation, almost horror vacui along with
repetitive and highly ornamented poetry of rederijkers remains rather exceptional. The
comparison between Antwerp artists and urban self-taught but enthusiastic rhetoricians was
natural for the main chamber of rhetoric in Antwerp ‘Gillyflower’ (‘Violieren’) known for its
connection to the painters Guild of St. Luke. One might go even further and attempt to look at this
interconnectedness with a ‘period eye’ as Michael Baxandall did in ‘The Limewood Sculptors of
Renaissance Germany’ (Baxandall 1980). The uniqueness of Mannerism in the Netherlands can be
analysed through similar lenses as Renaissance in Germany (Baxandall 1980, p. 143– 234).
Thus, there is sufficient evidence to corroborate the connections between the two
Mannerisms. They do seem to be two shoots from the one stem as Paul Vandenbroeck pithily put
it (Vandenbroeck 2004-2005, p. 325). They have formal similarities like unclassical proportions,
whimsical composition and ornamentation, ‘couleurs changeantes' as well as similar spiritual
triggers for it seems like there were early adherents of religious reforms amongst the Antwerp
Mannerists (Demchuk 2018).
Ruptures, however, were of no lesser importance. Italian Mannerism, on the one hand,
dwelled on the art by Raphael (the so-called ‘classicistic’ Mannerism) that manifested itself within
the newly founded academies of art. On the other hand, the late Michelangelo inspired another
wave of Mannerism famous for its elongated, expressionist shapes. Antwerp Mannerism in its turn
was not inspired by the art by Jan van Eyck, Rogier van der Weyden, Dieric Bouts or another figure
of the early Netherlandish Renaissance, although one might trace occasional borrowings from the
most iconic paintings. Antwerp painters drew their inspiration from late German Gothic, Italian
Quattrocento (especially in architecture and ornamentation) and in reinterpreted formulas of
schools of Bruges and Brussels. Therefore, Antwerp Mannerism was more of a complex synthesis
of tradition and innovation. The ratio of the new and old depended on particular painter and their
workshop.
One can sum up the differences between the two Mannerisms just reminding that the
Netherlandish Mannerism was for a reason named ‘Gothic’, while Italian can easily go as
‘Renaissance’: these labels help to trace the differences in use of pictorial space and shapes in
composition. However, they going to still have a lot in common.
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Perished like a wildfire
Not only origins of Antwerp Mannerism, but its disappearance too, remains quite
controversial and understudied. The reasons for its decline in the 1530s are usually summed up in
several sentences. Paul Philippot who compared the intensity of Antwerp Mannerism with wildfire
stated that the style disappeared swiftly without trace because of its archaic character (Philippot
1998, p. 127). He refused to see any connections but only marginal ones between the Antwerp
Mannerists and the most important painters of early Sixteenth century as Quentin Massys, Jan
Gossaert or Barent van Orley (Philippot 1998, p. 127). Thus, he diminishes Mannerism to the style
of anonymous workshops totally deprived of personalities. However, his conclusions are highly
dubious, especially in the context proposed by Dan Ewing in his monograph on Jan de Beer (Ewing
2016).
Annick Born, too, argued that ‘From the onset, Gothic Mannerism contained the seeds of its
own destruction, which explains the brevity of the movement’ (Born, extra, p. 17). In the footsteps
of Philippot, she mentioned that the archaic formulas of the Fifteenth century Mannerist painters
could not prevail amongst such ‘seeds’ (Born 2004-2005, p. 31). ‘A fashionable style’ just like
regular fashion was doomed to a short if intense life.
Paul Vandenbroeck made an observation, which pointed to another aspect of the evolution
and decline of Antwerp Mannerism: «The style persisted up to the fourth decade of the 16th
century. By that time, since around 1520, Italy had already witnessed the rise of ‘Renaissance’
Mannerism […]. For that matter, some ‘typically Mannerist’ stylistic elements actually originated in
the High Renaissance, including the striking ‘changeante’ colouring in Michelangelo’s frescos in the
Sistine Chapel (1505)» (Vandenbroeck 2004-2005, p. 324). Thus, by the 1520s, Italian
‘Renaissance’ Mannerism enriched its Gothic counterpart with new techniques and invenzione.
Hence, Gothic Mannerism had been mutating over the decades of its existence. Certainly, artists
reacted to the changes in different ways. Some of them decided to stick to the commercially
successful formulas, while others experimented with compositions and iconography. These two
currents within one style obviously provoked the confusion: Mannerist artists like Pieter Coecke
van Aelst or Joos van Cleve whose production stood out of the corpus of medium and low quality
paintings produced for mass-market were excluded from the group of the Antwerp Mannerists.
Even if these artists were more inventive than their anonymous peers were, their approach was
quite similar. Just as other Antwerp Mannerists, both Pieter Coecke’s and Joos van Cleve’s
workshops reproduced multiple times successful subjects with the aid of cartoons. Conrelis van
Cleve, the son of the latter who inherited the workshop after his father’s death in 1540/1541,
continued to use father’s cartoons (Leeflang 2015, p. 197 – 198).
Speaking of the decline of Late Gothic (Antwerp) Mannerism we cannot help discussing its
‘afterlife’ too if there was any. Paul Philippot denied it, insisting that Late Gothic Mannerism was
replaced with more creative and innovative style of painters like Jan Gossaert, who visited Italy
and was inspired by the genuine Antiquity. Annick Born merely stated that Antwerp Mannerism
‘facilitated the assimilation of the Italian models’ (Born Extra, p. 17). One can designate this
hypothesis as a ‘dead-end’ one: the style had not had any afterlife being only a facilitator for the
acceptance of Italian formal language, which resulted in Romanism several decades later.
Nevertheless, these assumptions do not take in account the persistence of formulas and
iconographic innovations nor do they deal with the fact that as Micha Leeflang pointed out,
sometimes painters adapted their style to particular commissions, which means that the style was
a much more flexible category (Leeflang, 2004-2005, p. 272). If particular ornaments or
architectural extravaganzas were left out from the later paintings it does not necessarily mean
that no Mannerist formulas survived. Thus, the evolution of style seems to be the second option
to consider. Antwerp Mannerism certainly went out of fashion in the 1540s, but it did not
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disappear without any trace. Expressive gestures, striking or whimsical details, dramatic images of
catastrophes can be found in the artworks by renowned artists as Barent van Orley, Jan Gossaert
or Pieter Coecke that were created long after the reference period of Antwerp Mannerism. This
aspect of its ‘afterlife’ is still to be addressed in further studies.
It would be of interest, too, to track down the transformation of the subjects introduced by
Antwerp Mannerists. Their iconographic innovations are rarely mentioned with the exception for
Dan Ewing’s essay on the Adoration of the Magi. Meanwhile, Mannerists invented visual formulas
for the Old Testament subjects that had not been addressed before and modified the ones that
had already existed (like the Last supper and the Christ in the House of Simon). Instead of
following the paradigm of the ‘costume realism’ they chose to highlight exotic component that
Yao-Fen You branded as ‘the calculated display of a range of textures, bright colours, and fabrics of
differing weights’ (You, 2004-2005, p. 157).
The intermediality of the Antwerp Mannerists, in its turn, offers a unique possibility to study
how different subjects were altered when adapted to different media. As Peter van den Brink
observed, ‘[…] around a quarter of the corpus of Antwerp drawings from the first quarter of the
sixteenth century is formed by roundel drawings suggesting that the production of glass roundels
must have been very extensive’ (Van den Brink, 2004-2005, p. 230). Thus, it would be of interest to
look how artists treated the same subject while making designs for paintings, glass roundels or
tapestries.
Conclusions
This essay does not strive to give a comprehensive review of literature on Antwerp
Mannerism, but rather to summarize the focal points of discussions and to outline key roadmaps
for further studies.
The majority of scholars consider Antwerp Mannerism as a late Gothic style influenced by
Italian Quattrocento. Its genesis, however, remains a subject of hot debates. If Hoogewerff argued
on the German origins, Vandenbroeck attributed it to an inflow of provincial artists. Whatever
were the origins, Expressionist shapes were not inherent to the early Netherlandish painting and
the attempt to fuse them with ‘realism’ of the Flemish Primitives seemed a revolutionary
breakthrough following the pictorial crisis of the 1480s.
Despite a rift in chronology, the Antwerp Mannerism has irrefutable similarities with the
later Italian Mannerism. Thus exploration of intellectual and religious context of early sixteenthcentury Antwerp art similar to Max Dvořák’s approach can be another direction for further
research of the Italian and Spanish Mannerism .
The subject matter of Antwerp Mannerist art, too, remains largely unexplored. Dan Ewing’s
breakthrough essay showed that the changes in iconography (such as reinvention of the wellknown subject) could mark shifts in identity. By no means they are merely ‘anecdotic’ as Paul
Philippot stated. What subjects were popular beyond the Adoration of the Magi and why? Were
there any secular subjects? How did the iconography of Antwerp art reflect the intersection of
different Netherlandish schools of art? How did later artists incorporate the pictorial inventions of
Antwerp Mannerists? Finding an answer to these and similar questions can provide a rich context
for further studies on this ‘contrived’ but unique style.
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Late Gothic (Antwerp) Mannerism: its Origins, Nature and Decline
(a Review of the Literature)
This essay does not strive to give a comprehensive review of literature on Antwerp
Mannerism, but rather to summarize the focal points of discussions and to outline key roadmaps
for further studies.
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The majority of scholars consider Antwerp Mannerism as a late Gothic style influenced by
Italian Quattrocento. Its genesis, however, remains a subject of hot debates. If Hoogewerff argued
on the German origins, Vandenbroeck attributed it to an inflow of provincial artists. Whatever
were the origins, Expressionist shapes were not inherent to the early Netherlandish painting and
the attempt to fuse them with ‘realism’ of the Flemish Primitives seemed a revolutionary
breakthrough following the pictorial crisis of the 1480s.
Despite a rift in chronology, Antwerp Mannerism has irrefutable similarities with the later
Italian Mannerism. Thus exploration of intellectual and religious context of early sixteenth-century
Antwerp art similar to Max Dvořák’s approach can be another direction for further research of the
Italian and Spanish Mannerism.
The subject matter of Antwerp Mannerist art, too, remains largely unexplored. Dan Ewing’s
breakthrough essay showed that the changes in iconography (such as reinvention of the wellknown subject) could mark shifts in identity. By no means they are merely ‘anecdotic’ as Paul
Philippot stated. What subjects were popular beyond the Adoration of the Magi and why? Were
there any secular subjects? How did the iconography of Antwerp art reflect the intersection of
different Netherlandish schools of art? How did later artists incorporate the pictorial inventions of
the Antwerp Mannerists? Finding an answer to these and similar questions can provide a rich
context for further studies on this ‘contrived’ but unique style.
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